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I. Choosing Music for Class MS/JH Bands Feeding into HS Bands 
 
A. Length of Selection 

 
With boundary lines constantly being redrawn due to the growth or decline in 
population….new schools being built or closed…..and with class times being 
limited, the length of the musical selections becomes a very important 
component in your planning for UIL performance.  Obviously, we must be 
able to cover all of the material within the time allotted for rehearsal.  We 
must have time to eventually cover not only the material for concert contest, 
but to practice sightreading skills during our weekly, in school rehearsal time.  
Our goal may be to prepare students to perform at least Grade III/IV level 
music in our high school programs as freshmen, but this must be a secondary 
goal in this moment of time to UIL success in concert and sightreading for our 
school.  A very successful year of UIL performances will build confidence 
that will strengthen the overall program at your feeder high school (s).  There 
is something to be said about successful performance of less sophisticated 
music than an unsuccessful performance of the same material in the musical 
growth of our students.  I know people who have been known to carry scores 
with them for a year before deciding that they are the correct selections to 
actually play.  It is very important to find quality recordings of music you 
wish to program.  If a recording is not available, ask one of the high school 
bands you feed to record it for you or (preferably) perform it on the Winter 
Concert.       
  

B. Importance of Contrast 
 

Every selection should have short periods of contrasting styles, tempos and 
musical content.  It is better to have at least one key change in each selection.  
Be careful as you look at the transitions that will be necessary for this factor.  
These transitions may also include tempo changes as well as special effects 
(i.e. fermatas, grand pauses).  Do not choose a piece that requires skills in 
transitions that your students do not already understand.  Your region  
audition etudes will strengthen the ability of your students to play contrasting 
styles through the practice sessions you do in early fall.  Through this practice, 
it usually does not take very long to convince young players that lyrical 
selections or lyrical portions of music are equally difficult to the technical 
portions. 
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C. Multi Movement vs. Single Movement Selections 

 
Multi-movement selections allow time for physical and mental rest.  The 
continuity of a single-movement work will be more taxing mentally and 
physically on your students.  All contrasting elements of music are more 
easily performed if the contrast is written movement to movement rather than 
within a single selection.  One thing to remember though is that every time 
you begin a movement, for the most part you are starting a new song—in a 
new key with its own set of requirements.  Actually, we find that more 
interesting than most young band through-composed pieces.  The attention 
span of seventh and eighth graders lends itself readily to multi-movement 
selections.  

 
D. Special Instrumentation Considerations 

 
The director should choose music based on the instrumentation used by the 
composer (i.e. one or two French horn parts, one or two low brass parts, etc.).  
It is best to choose music that uses color percussion instruments.  If brass 
players must use mutes to perform your selections, they should begin to use 
mutes in daily drill early in the school year.  Remember that when you place a 
mute in a brass instrument, the mute becomes part of the instrument.  For best 
results, stay away from stop horn or stop horn mutes at this moment in time as 
we prepare for a very successful UIL season.        

 
E. Range Considerations 

 
Choose music that your students can produce characteristic sounds in the 
registers required.  Remember that in concert/contest situations, the pieces you 
choose must be played within a specified amount of time.  Challenge your 
students’ range capabilities methodically through flexibility and range 
extension exercises.   

 
F. Technical Considerations 

 
Never choose a piece that requires more technique than EVERY student in 
your ensemble can easily execute.  Building technique will be addressed later.   

 
G. Rhythmic Complexity 

 
Have a method for subdividing every complex rhythm in the music you pick.  
Make rhythm sheets taken from excerpts in your UIL concert selections.  
Vocalize rhythms at least as often as you perform rhythms on instruments.  
When you vocalize, vocalize using the style you wish to perform.  Never 
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vocalize or use your counting system without positioning the passage you 
wish to master.      
 

 
H. Style Considerations 
 

Starting in the fall, have a set routine of articulation drills both vocalized and 
played that can easily be transferred to the music you choose.  For this reason, 
you should be really considering your UIL program as soon as possible.  
STYLE = ARTICULATION = BREATH SUPPORT = FOLLOW 
THROUGH = RESONANCE = BODY TEXTURE = MENTAL 
ALERTNESS = MUSCLE COORDINATION = NATURAL BODY 
RESPONSE TO TASKS = MUSICAL CONSIDERATIONS.  Never play 
a piece that requires notated style shorter than your students can execute with 
a characteristic sound.  The importance of natural tongue movement in lyrical 
playing will be discussed later.  

 
I. Tempo Considerations 

 
There must always be contrasting tempos either within a piece (preferred) or 
within a program.  Be sure your students can physically handle their 
instruments within the tempos required.  Use accountability within a 
timeframe, similar to what was discussed regarding region band auditions.  
Edit only as a last resort, and never edit early on.    

 
I BELIEVE THAT CONCERT MARCHES ARE MORE APPROPRIATE THAN QUICK-
STEP MARCHES WHEN REBUILDING THE SUCCESS OF A PROGRAM THAT HAS 
BEEN SPLIT FOR WHATEVER REASON.  THEREFORE, YOU MAY WANT TO 
CHOOSE A CONCERT MARCH WHICH WILL CONSTITUTE A LARGER 
PERCENTAGE OF TIME IN YOUR OVERALL CONTEST PROGRAM PREPARATION. 
 
 
 
 
II. Preparing MS/JH and HS Bands to Perform Grade IV and Above Literature 
  
WHEN YOU FEEL THAT YOUR ENSEMBLE IS READY, YOU CAN PROCEED TO 
MORE DIFFICULT LITERATURE AND PERFORM IT AT THE SAME LEVEL AS YOU 
DID WITH MUSIC CHOSEN IN THE PAST.  I AM NOW GOING TO DISCUSS SOME 
OF THE IMPORTANT ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED WHEN THIS TIME ARRIVES. 

    
A. Tonal Requirements 

 
It is essential that you have successfully taught all students within your ensemble 
to produce an overall characteristic sound—regardless of the register.  When 
programming Grade IV and above literature, remember that fatigue will be a 
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major factor.  This may occur in such selections as Chorale and Shaker Dance, 
which is a WONDERFUL piece which many MS/JH directors have successfully 
programmed.  There are many great pieces which require a soloist in almost 
EVERY section, such as Colonial Airs and Dances and Fortress.   

 
B. Technical Requirements 

 
Remember most technique is based on scales; therefore, your students must be 
very proficient in this area using both scale rhythm and evenly notated patterns.  
Be sure to include this skill as a part of your daily drill—even if you only use the 
scales that appear in the keys of the selections.  Just because scales are covered 
heavily in the fall due to region band auditions, do not cease to play scales weekly 
during your scheduled rehearsals (i.e. scale of the week, etc.)   

 
C. Rhythmic Understanding 

 
Have a method of vocalizing rhythms before they are performed on the 
instruments.  All difficult rhythms should be subdivided before performed in their 
actual notation.  The most common example would be dotted eighth/sixteenth 
rhythm.  Look for contrasting duple/triple rhythmic structures (i.e. you have a 
duple rhythm followed immediately by a triple rhythm within a phrase).   

 
D. Endurance Considerations 

 
Most band directors feel that only brass players have endurance problems.  
Woodwind players, as well as brass can be easily faced with endurance problems.  
We must not prevent our students from comfortably playing the program by your 
musical selection.  Do not think of endurance as just having to do with tone 
production or range.  Endurance can also be related to articulation endurance or 
technical endurance and style endurance.  We must take into consideration that 
when playing Grade IV and above literature, students’ fingers can get tired…their 
hands may get tired…and even their tongues.  We need to choose pieces in which 
students have an ample amount of rests throughout.  Think of endurance from a 
mental point of view – a technical point of view – and an articulation point of 
view.  Don’t think of endurance as just students being physically tired and not 
being able to “get to the end.” 

 
E. Range Considerations 

 
In order to develop extreme low and extreme high registers in brass players, 
sufficient time in rehearsals and/or sectionals must be spent on lip slurs, the 
Vincent Chicowitz exercises, and the Clarke Studies.  In order to develop extreme 
low and high registers in woodwind players: 

• Octave slurs should be practiced with flutes and saxophones 
• Harmonics should be practiced with flutes and clarinets 
• Register slurs should be practiced with clarinets 
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These fundamentals are important no matter what you’re playing! Regarding 
bassoon, don’t select literature which requires extreme upper register playing.  It’s 
much easier for bassoon players to play from Low F to Low B-flat than it is to 
play High F and above.  Regarding oboes, avoid exposed low or high register 
range.  Try to have them playing in the mid-range as much as possible.  Make 
sure you have the correct ranges on your mallet instruments.  The range, in some 
advanced literature, exceeds the range provided in various mallet instruments 
used in most middle schools.  Going back briefly to woodwind 
instruments…combine all woodwind range studies with added articulation in the 
extreme higher registers.  For example, using the first clarinet harmonic (A E C#), 
after slurring to the third and final note, have students articulate a designated 
number of times. 

 
F. The “Focus Factor” 

 
Be sure the music does not require more sophisticated skills (both mentally and 
physically) than your students possess.  If teaching a multi-movement piece, it is 
your responsibility to prepare and train your students to not allow their mental 
focus to diminish between movements.  Students should be thinking about the 
“new” skills needed to begin the next movement (i.e. new tempo, key, style, 
contrasting rhythmic subdivision).   

 
G. Don’t Fall into Traps! 

 
Do not attempt a multi-meter piece unless your students are well-trained in this 
special skill.   Do not select pieces which showcase a “star” or “stars”, when the 
rest of your band cannot successfully execute the required skills needed.  
Examples of this are pieces like Italian In Algiers and Variations of a Korean 
Folk Song.  It is best to choose literature that has been scored, for example, from 
1990 and later for young players---rather than pieces written in the 1950’s or 
earlier.  Be sure your percussion can successfully execute the part requirements 
for the pieces you choose.  For example, do not select a Grade IV/V piece if it 
means having various “woodwind” players covering parts in your percussion 
section—especially if these players are truly needed in their own sections.  The 
number of tuning changes in the tympani parts must also be a factor when 
choosing your selections.  Do not program more music than you can cover in 
sectionals and rehearsals.  For example, do not program a Grade V with a Grade 
IV…the middle piece needs to be Grade III or even II!  In the same way, a Grade 
IV piece can also be programmed with a Grade III or II piece.  Also, do not think 
that pieces without technique or with simplistic movement are NOT difficult  (i.e. 
Deir in ‘De and Irish Interlude, etc.). 
   

H. Style Considerations 
 

Be careful not to program styles that require more sophisticated thought processes 
than young people can understand (i.e. Renaissance and Baroque).  Young players 
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better understand pieces based on folk melodies or pieces which contain ostinatos.  
For pieces which happen to have a major amount of stacatto articulation, monitor 
the tone qualities that your students are producing while playing this style.  Don’t 
forget that lyrical style pieces at this level many times have longer phrases than 
many young players can handle.  Regarding lyrical playing, it is essential that 
there is natural tongue movement—as there is when we speak.  The tongue must 
get down quickly in order to achieve lyrical playing.  The ability to move from 
note to note must result from students playing back-to-back notes supported by a 
constant, steady and smooth airstream that supports natural articulated clarity.  
Lyrical playing should be achieved in the most physically efficient manner 
possible.   
 

I. The Importance of Correct use of Sectional Time 
 

Don’t pick more technique than you can teach in the time allotted in your 
sectionals.  Be sure every sectional includes fundamental skill preparation.  It is 
very dangerous to omit fundamental skills from your sectionals because you are 
forced to spend the entire time on your contest/concert music.   

 
J. Fundamental Preparation for more Advanced Literature 

 
You need to analyze the skills needed to perform a particular selection.  Practice 
these skills in the mid-range of each instrument.  Learn the skills and then apply 
the skills to your music.  It is important that young students have an opportunity 
to focus on ONE SKILL at a time!  You then layer these skills into the selection.        

               
 
BE SURE THAT THE TIME YOU HAVE WITHIN THE CLASS PERIOD AND 
SECTIONAL IS ADEQUATE TO COVER ALL OF THE MATERIAL.  
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